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An open divertor structure has been design to be compatible with these advanced divertor 

configurations (snowflake and tripod divertor configurations) of HL-2M. Besides, a ‘V’ shape 

structure closes to the pumping port has been optimized to enhance the particle control for 

standard divertor operation, which is a bit similar to SAS structure design. Benefiting from the 

effect of the second X-point of snowflake minus (right), the maximum heat load of HL-2M 

outer target plate can be significantly reduced with a flattened heat load profile. But the primary 

X-point are moved near the open inner target without any magnetic geometry optimization, 

which cannot effectively screen recycling D2/D and sputtering carbon impurity particle.  

SOLPS simulated results revealed the peat heat load and electron temperature of inner 

target are not improved under snowflake minus (right) compare to the standard divertor case. 

Coupled with divertor configurations to search the optimal inner striking point position, the 

effect of inner target striking point position on inner target heat load are investigated by 

employing edge plasma code SOLPS-ITER. Besides, we also will focus on the effect of inner 

target striking point position on the sputtering carbon and other additional injection radiation 

impurity (such as Ar, Ne) screening capacity, which not only has a great influence on inner 

target heat load, but also the core plasma performance. The preliminary modelling results 

showed that the inner target heat loading can be mitigated significantly and carbon impurity can 

be better screened by lowering the inner striking point position. The striking point electron 

temperature can be decreased from 70eV to 5eV, and the upstream core plasma effective Zeff 

value is less than 1.8 with more than 8MW heating power flows into SOL region. This work can 

well offer a theoretical guidance for HL-2M discharge experiment with snowflake minus 

divertor. 
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